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About the Component 3 Knowledge book
The Component 3 Knowledge Book provides a comprehensive series of structured, step by step 
activities designed to equip you with the essential knowledge for your Component 3 Promotion 
and Finance for Enterprise external assessment.

By working systematically through the knowledge book, you will be able to identify any gaps 
in your knowledge whilst building awareness of specialist technology and familiarity of key 
concepts which are crucial to your success.

Important notice re calculations for your assessment:
Please note, this Knowledge Book does not contain calculation practice activities for the assessment. We have 
produced a separate resource - the tutor2u BTEC Tech Award Component 3 Calculation Practice Book - which is 
packed with a bumper selection of calculation practice activities for B1, B3, B4, B5, B6, B7, C2 and C4.
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A1 Elements of the promotional mix 
 and their purpose  
Activity 1
Promotion informs and reminds customers about the enterprise and its products.

Activity 2
There are many different methods an enterprise can use to promote its goods and services.

The following descriptions relate to the different elements of the promotional mix.

Using the list below, insert the most appropriate word into the spaces provided in order to complete each 
sentence correctly

Use ONE                  to match each element of the promotional mix to the correct description

An enterprise uses promotion to ___________________ customers in order to ____________________ them to 
buy goods and services. The different methods of promotion used by an enterprise is known as its promotional
________________.

There are a number of different promotional methods available to enterprises. These include advertising, sales 
______________________, personal _______________________, public _______________________ and 
direct ___________________________. 

When choosing the promotional methods to use an enterprise will consider factors, such as enterprise 
_____________________, budget available, type of ___________________ /service to be promoted and its 
___________________ market.

mix

relations

target

attract

marketing

size

persuade

selling promotion

product

a) Advertising

b) Sales promotion

c) Personal selling

d) Public relations

e) Direct marketing

i) When the public image of an enterprise/brand/good or service is   
 promoted, without direct payment for media time or space, in order 
 to create a positive reputation with customers and encourage sales.

ii) When a representative of the enterprise contacts customers directly  
 to generate a sale.

iii) When an enterprise offers incentives to encourage customers to buy  
 goods/services, which boosts sales.

iv) When an enterprise contacts the customer directly, using methods   
 such as mail order catalogues, to establish an individual relationship  
 and generate sales. 

v) When an enterprise uses different media, such as TV, to communicate  
 messages to customers to generate sales.
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Activity 4
A variety of advertising methods can be used by enterprises.

Activity 5
The two basic aspects of advertising are the message and the medium.

Activity 6
The purpose of advertising is to inform customers and to persuade them to make a purchase. The advertising 
medium is how the enterprise gets the message across to people.

Use ONE                  to match each definition to the correct advertising method

Match each aspect of advertising to its correct meaning

Name the advertising method to which each medium relates. Choose from the list below. Each method may 
be used more than once

i) Moving image

ii) Print

iii) Ambient

iv) Digital

v) Audio

a) An advertisement that uses sound

b) An advertisement that uses technology, such as texts, websites

c) An advertisement that uses words on paper

d) An advertisement that uses moving pictures

e) An advertisement integrated into everyday environments

How to get the message across 

Local radio Promotional video

 Leaflets Magazines

Cinema National radio

Enterprise 
website

Billboards

What the communication needs to say

moving image print ambient digital audio

Adverts on 
escalators

Adverts in 
shopping centres

Question continues on next page
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Activity 19
An enterprise can use different methods of direct marketing.

Activity 20
The following statements relate to the advantages 
and disadvantages of the different direct marketing 
methods available to enterprises.

Which ONE of the following is not a direct marketing method? 

Identify if each statement below is an advantage or 
disadvantage to an enterprise when using the direct
marketing methods stated

A  Competition  

B  Magazine  

C  Mail order catalogue 

D  Telemarketing 

Statement Advantage 
or disadvantage?

a) Advertisements in specialist magazines can be used to reach specific target 
 markets, increasing the chance of making a sale

b) Mail order catalogues include a wide range of information that customers can 
 review at their leisure, increasing the likelihood of them making a purchase

c) Potential customers may throw away direct mail immediately, limiting the 
 amount of sales that can be generated through this method

d) Telemarketing calls are often disliked and ignored by potential customers, 
 reducing the potential to make a sale

e) Old product information may be seen by customers in out of date magazines,  
 resulting in less sales being made

f) Direct mail can be an inexpensive method for enterprises, which helps costs 
 to be controlled

g) Mail order catalogues can be expensive to print and distribute which increases  
 costs

h) Telemarketing can reach customers in a large geographical area so there are  
 more potential customers and sales
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b2 Payment methods  
Activity 1
The following payment methods are available to customers and enterprises.

Identify the correct description for each of the following payment methods.  

Use ONE                  to match each payment method to the correct description

a) Cash

b) Credit card

c) Debit card

d) Direct debit

e) Payment 
 technologies

i) When funds are exchanged between customers and enterprises 
 using technology

ii) An automatic, regular payment from a customer’s bank account to 
 an enterprise, usually on a set date

iii) An instant payment by customers using notes and coins at the time  
 goods/services are purchased from an enterprise

iv) A payment made to an enterprise by card, the card issuer pays the 
 bill and the customer pays the card issuer at a later date

v) A payment made to an enterprise by a card that is linked directly to 
 a customer’s bank account

Activity 2
The owner of an enterprise has given you a list of the features of different payment methods.

Use a ✔ to match the feature to the most likely payment method(s). Tick all that apply

Payment 
technologies

Direct 
debit

Debit  
card

Credit  
card

Cash

Can be used to make a payment remotely, over the 
telephone or online

Can be lost or stolen

Contactless, so no need for physical interaction

Need to handle notes and coins and take them to 
the bank

The amount collected automatically from the 
customer each month can be varied

Customer gets a short-term, interest free period

Customer can spend any amount up to the funds 
available in their bank account

Interest is charged on any unpaid balance after the 
interest free period
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b3 Sources of revenue and costs   
Activity 1
An enterprise can get income from selling goods 
and/or services, known as income from sales, 
and from any assets owned, called income from 
assets. 

The following are examples of possible sources 
of income for an enterprise.

Use ONE                  to match each example to the most likely source of income

i) Money received from 
 investments in other 
 enterprises

ii) Credit sales

iii) Selling unused assets

iv) Repair and servicing of   
 equipment sold by the   
 enterprise

v) Leasing/hiring out surplus  
 equipment to another 
 enterprise

vi) Interest on bank savings

vii) Commission received on   
 sales made

viii) Income from rental 
 of property

ix) Maintenance contract

x) Cash sales

a) A newsagent takes cash payment from customers for  
 newspapers and magazines sold

b) A factory rents out unused equipment to another   
 manufacturer

c) A travel agent receives payment on savings in its bank  
 account

d) A delivery enterprise sells its used vehicles to another  
 enterprise when it upgrades its own fleet of delivery  
 vehicles

e) A leasing enterprise leases photocopiers to a college  
 and the lease includes regular maintenance of the   
 machines

f) A hairdresser rents out a spare room in the salon to 
 be used by a beautician as a treatment space

g) An insurance enterprise invests money in another 
 enterprise and receives a dividend payment on shares  
 held

h) A car dealership sold 10 cars to an enterprise and   
 provides after sales repair service on those vehicles

i) A supplier allows a national supermarket three 
 months to pay for supplies received

j) An estate agent receives a percentage of every house  
 sale made
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Activity 5
When interpreting the Statement of Financial Position, it is important to understand the difference between a 
debtor and a creditor. Sarah, the owner of a small enterprise, has asked you to help her understand this concept.

Identify whether each of the following statements is true or false in relation to debtors and creditors

Statement True or False

a) A debtor is a person or organisation to which Sarah’s enterprise owes money 

b) A debtor is a person or organisation that owes Sarah’s enterprise money

c) A creditor is a person or organisation to which Sarah’s enterprise owes money 

d) A creditor is a person or organisation that owes Sarah’s enterprise money

Activity 6
When completing a Statement of Financial Position, it is important to know how to calculate the net assets of 
an enterprise.

Which ONE of the following is the correct formula for calculating net assets? 

A  Fixed assets + net current assets – long term liabilities   

B  Fixed assets – current liabilities – long term liabilities 

C  Fixed assets – net current assets – long term liabilities 

D  Fixed assets + current liabilities – long term liabilities 
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c3 Suggesting improvements to cash flow 
 problems   
Activity 1
Analysis of cash flow information is important to an enterprise. It is useful to understand the following terms
when carrying out any analysis.

Identify the correct definition for each of the following terms. 

Use ONE                  to match each term to the correct definition

a) Cash inflows

b) Cash outflows

c) Net cash flow

d) Opening balance 

e) Closing balance 

i) The actual amount of cash that the enterprise has available at the   
 end of each period, e.g. a month

ii) Money coming into the enterprise

iii) The actual amount of cash that the enterprise has available at the   
 start of each period, e.g. a month

iv) Money going out of the enterprise

v) The difference between the money coming in and going out of an   
 enterprise

Activity 2
When analysing cash flow it is important to look at the closing balance figure because this is the actual amount 
of cash the enterprise has at the end of each period i.e. month. 

The closing balance figure on a cash flow forecast can be either positive or negative.

Identify if the following statements are true or false in relation to the closing balance figure on a cash flow 
forecast

Statement True or False

a) A positive closing balance figure means the enterprise has enough cash inflows  
 to meet its cash outflows

b) A negative closing balance figure means the enterprise has enough cash inflows  
 to meet its cash outflow

c) A positive closing balance figure means the enterprise does not have enough  
 cash inflows to meet its cash outflows

d) A negative closing balance figure means the enterprise does not have enough  
 cash inflows to meet its cash outflows


